APPLICATION NOTE
AN006

AFFORDABLE PROTECTION FOR YOUR RSP
- THE MFJ-1708 FAMILY
One of the issues commonly faced by hams is how to protect sensitive receivers in the vicinity
of radio transmitters. One popular solution for those who wish to build a pan adapter or just
want to protect their RSP which is operated nearby a rig is the MFJ-1708. The MFJ-1708 is a T/R
(Transmit/Receive) switch which can isolate the RSP while the transmitter is being keyed.
Out of the box the MFJ-1708 is configured with the rig connected to the TX jack and the RSP
connected to the RX jack, with a shared antenna connected to the Antenna port. In receive
mode the antenna is connected the RX port for listening on the RSP. When the transmitter is
keyed a PTT signal or a built-in RF sense circuit switches over a relay to connect the TX port to
the antenna and ground the input to the RSP*.
* For this reason the Bias-T circuit should be turned off (RSP1A, RSP2 Ant B, RSPduo Tuner2)

Limitations of the MFJ-1708 – User Modifications
Unfortunately, as configured above there is one drawback for many users. The receive channel
can now only be heard via the RSP and SDR software, which is delayed in real time due to the
signal processing. It also means that without the receive channel of the rig being available your
headsets will need to be rewired to hear audio from the PC. To overcome this limitation some
users have modified their MFJ-1708 to create a permanent connection from the TX jack to the
Antenna jack. In this fashion the rig’s received audio can still be heard. However users should
be aware of two factors when using this modification:
1. In receive mode the rig and the RSP are now effectively connected together in a T
configuration. Assuming 50 Ohms input impedance for each, the antenna is now being
loaded by two parallel inputs, i.e. 25 Ohms. (Inevitably this also means the received
power will be 3dB down since it is now shared between two receivers)
2. By connecting the RSP input and the rig input together it is crucial that the relay
switches quickly to prevent transmitted RF from the rig overloading the input of the
RSP. For this reason we strongly recommend using the PTT Control input and not relying
on the RF sense circuitry which has a small but finite response time.
Note: the MFJ-1708 has now been replaced by the MFJ-1708B. For use with the RSP we
recommend use of the “SDR” versions described below.
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MFJ-1708-SDR
For users not wishing to perform the modification described above themselves the MFJ1708SDR was introduced, already modified in this fashion:

MFJ-1708B-SDR
Discussions between SDRplay and MFJ Enterprises to produce a switch optimised for use with
the RSP resulted in the MFJ-1708B-SDR(-S):

The “B” series offers better isolation, achieved by additional relay isolation, and is specified up
to 450MHz. An internal hybrid splitter reduces the antenna loading effect and provides
isolation between the rig’s input and the SDR input. A TX LED on the front panel provides visual
confirmation of correct operation when the transmitter is keyed.
The MFJ-1708B-SDR features 3 SO-239 connectors, the MFJ-1708B-SDR-S (pictured) substitutes
an SMA female connector for the SDR connection.
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APPLICATIONS
Depending on the user’s needs the MFJ-1708SDR can be used in different configurations:
1. Shared Antenna
When the same antenna is shared between the rig and the RSP the device is connected as
follows:

2. Separate Rx Antenna
If the RSP has a separate antenna from the rig but near-field coupling is a concern, the PTT
signal can still be used to isolate the RSP when the rig is transmitting:
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PTT (control) connections
It should be clear that reliably isolating the RSP from transmitted signals is of great importance.
For this reason the user should be sure that the PTT cable is connected at all times. Take care to
ensure the cable has continuity and that it is connected to the correct jack on the rig, and that
the rig is configured to enable this function.
We recommend that the control functionality is verified before connecting your RSP to the MFJ1708. Connect the PTT control cable from your rig to the MFJ-1708 and listen for an audible
click from the relay(s) when the transmitter is keyed. If you have the MFJ-1708B you can also
verify correct operation by observing that the TX LED is lit when the transmitter is keyed.
Note: What we need to use is an output signal (such as might be used with an external amplifier
or “On Air” station sign), not to be confused with a PTT input jack, which would normally be
used with something like a footswitch to key the rig!
Examples:
Yaesu FTDX500
The “TX GND” jack, and its functionality must be enabled in Menu Item 173.
Kenwood TS-590
The “Remote” 7-pin DIN connector, between pins 2 and 4.
Icom 7300
The “SEND” jack.
Elecraft K3
The “KEY OUT” jack.
Be sure to check the Users Manual for your rig to identify the appropriate jack and any
applicable configuration settings.
Links
MFJ-1708SDR:
https://www.mfjenterprises.com/Product.php?productid=MFJ-1708SDR
MFJ-1708B-SDR-S:
https://www.mfjenterprises.com/Product.php?productid=MFJ-1708B-SDRS
Panadapter App note:
https://www.sdrplay.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/171011PanadapterGuide.pdf
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Disclaimers
SDRPlay modules use a Mirics chipset and software. The information supplied hereunder is provided to you by SDRPlay under license
from Mirics. Mirics hereby grants you a perpetual, worldwide, royalty free license to use the information herein for the purpose of
designing software that utilizes SDRPlay modules, under the following conditions:
There are no express or implied copyright licenses granted hereunder to design or fabricate any integrated circuits or integrated circuits
based on the information in this document. Mirics reserves the right to make changes without further notice to any of its products. Mirics
makes no warranty, representation or guarantee regarding the suitability of its products for any particular purpose, nor does Mirics
assume any liability arising out of the application or use of any product or circuit, and specifically disclaims any and all liability, including
without limitation consequential or incidental damages. Typical parameters that may be provided in Mirics data sheets and/or
specifications can and do vary in different applications and actual performance may vary over time. All operating parameters must be
validated for each customer application by the buyer’s technical experts. SDRPlay and Mirics products are not designed, intended, or
authorized for use as components in systems intended for surgical implant into the body, or other applications intended to support or
sustain life, or for any other application in which the failure of the Mirics product could create a situation where personal injury or death
may occur. Should Buyer purchase or use SDRPlay or Mirics products for any such unintended or unauthorized application, Buyer shall
indemnify and hold both SDRPlay and Mirics and their officers, employees, subsidiaries, affiliates, and distributors harmless against all
claims, costs, damages, and expenses, and reasonable attorney fees arising out of, directly or indirectly, any claim of personal injury or
death associated with such unintended or unauthorized use, even if such claim alleges that either SDRPlay or Mirics were negligent
regarding the design or manufacture of the part. Mirics FlexiRFTM, Mirics FlexiTVTM and MiricsTM are trademarks of Mirics .
SDRPlay is the trading name of SDRPlay Limited a company registered in England # 09035244.
Mirics is the trading name of Mirics Limited a company registered in England # 05046393
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